FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
turn to lose a camel. The abandoned animal grew smaller
and smaller behind us till he was no more than a speck
amidst the sparse buturga.
Though Tokta Ahun had made a gesture which seemed to
imply that all was over, the beast was not dead. Peter
longed to shorten its agony with a bullet, but it would have
been a breach of the law of the desert. An animal that is
"thrown on the gobi," as the caravan people say, may be
saved by a miracle. If he be killed his troubled soul will
follow the other camels and bring them bad luck. The
camel-drivers make it a point of honour to abandon a camel
with a careless air. Should they, Lattimore tells us, betray
any sign of attachment to their beasts, a maleficent power
will attack the rest of the caravan.
That evening we camped in a melancholy hollow. Flakes
of snow fell on the tent with a whispering sound, like
elytra. Even the smell of cooking could not cheer us.
Another camel was ill. Unable to go out to pasture, he was
kneeling motionless beside the tent. He had almost brought
our shelter about our ears as he knelt down, but I saved it by
working at his haunches with the ladle until I had shifted
him a little.
Already our caravan was distinctly below par. If things
continued like this, we would be on all fours before we arrived
at the next inhabited point. . . . Truth to tell, we were
feeling conscience-stricken. Why, on our account, should
these camels die? And after being beaten?
It was very tiresome, at the end of such a day, to have to
keep an eye on Tokta Ahun. He stole some flour, then
pilfered one of the cutlets he had to boil. The very idea of
food was an obsession with him and he ate ravenously. At the
end of a colossal meal he begged me, with the look of a beaten
dog in his green eyes, to give him more. "Talkan, bar?"
("Have you any tsamba?").
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